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FOREWORD

N

This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning _packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
competencies upon which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to sue-

' cesSful vocational teaching at both the.secondary and post-
secondary levels of instruction The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of the teacher's performance of the spec-
ified competency The Materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of'teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts, and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based preservice and
inservioe teacher preparation programs taineet a wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the professional' development of voca-
tional teachers Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs 14 contained in three re-
lated documents Student uide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance -Based Teacher
Education

The PBTE curriculum packages are productg of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center s Program for
Professional Development for \ideational Education Many in-
dividuals, institutions and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing revision and refinement cif these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided ielput in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities colleges
and post-secondary institutions used the materials and pra-
vided feedback to The' Center for revision and refinegient

Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction
development coordination of testing revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton Program Director Robert E Norton As-

sociate Program Director, Glen E Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har'-'
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assts.
tant Recognition is also.exter1ded to Knety Ross,,Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant', and Jean Wtsen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
the materials Contributions madd by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J Cotrell.directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974

Appreciation is,also extended to all hose outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various,
phases of the tot& effort Early versions of the materials were'
developed by The Center in cooperation with the vocational
teacher educafiob faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri - Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was Cierformed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferns
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I ; Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee University of Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion 41/4ppreciation is extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to, Ferris State College,
Holland. College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Robert E Taylor_
Director

0...The Center for Vocational Education

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Center for Vocational Education s mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies institutions and
organization* to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
DevelOpigg, educational programs and, products
Evaluating individual grogram needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products-
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leagership development and training
programs , t

AA
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

FOR VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL MATEAIALS

Engineering Center
University of Georgia

,Athens Georgia-30602

The American Association for Vocational Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION -10

Audiovisual equipment and materials are ver-
satile tools which can be used irl a variety of ways
and which can help ensure thr your lessons will
be more effective and interesting Overhead and
opaque projectors are two audiovisual devices
which are especially valuable to vocational

'educators since vocationalcurriculumchanges in
to the real world 9, work Texts, because

4-4

they take so long to publish, cannot always be kept
up to date With teacher-made materials prepared
for overhead and opaque projectors, the teacher
has a constantly updated text' always available'

There are a number of advantagA to using these
projectors' (1) they permit the teacher to remain at
the front of the room facing the class (2) creative

4
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projection materials can help the teacher present
complicated concepts or processes in a simple,
clear way, -(3) visuals allow students to see, as well
as hear about, the material being covered, and (4)
students can be involved in ttie classroom ac-
tivities by preparing materials or operating .the
equipment- The opaque nd overhead projectors
can be used at any point in the lesson (introduc-
tion, body, summary) and they can be/very effec-
tively used in combination with other types of
media

This module is designed to help you become
competent in operating overhead and opaque
projection equipment, and in using diverhead and
opaque materiels to present information in the
classroom or laboratory It will also help you gain
skill in cietervining when the gverhead or opaque
projector is the best (or one of the best) au-.
diovisual deVice -to yse for a particular lesSon

Many vocational prbgrams no longer use the
opaque projector If you and your resource person
decide that the opaque projector can make a valu-
able contribution to your instructioMal effective-
ness, you will want to complete those sections of
the module dealing with theimse of the opaque
projector Otherwise, you may choose to complete
only those experiences deleting with the overhead
projector

`ir
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Objectives
TerminalObjective: In an. actual school situation, pres-
ent Information With overhead'and/or opaque materiats:
Your evertontance will In assessed by your resource
person, using the-Teacher Performance Assessment
Form, pp. 51-52.

Enabling Objectives: .
1 After "completing the required reading, set up and

Operate overhead equipment (Learning Experience
I)
After complehng the required reading, present in-
formation with overhead materials and equipment in
a'practice situation (Learning Experience II)

3 After completing the required readin.p, set up and
operate opaque, equipment (Learning Experience
Ill)

4 After completing the required reading, present in-
formation with opaque materials and equipment in a
practice situation (Learning Experience IV)

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a lesson plan and in selecting student in-
structional materials If you do not already have These
competencies, meet with your resource person to de-
termine what method you will use to gain 'these Skills
One option is to complete the information and practice
activities in the following modules

Develop a Lesson Plan/' odule B-4
Select Student Instructional Materials, Module B-5

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1 ) to determine ttfie availability and the
location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person ma?also be contacted if you have any, difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

4

Learning Experience I
Required

An overhead projector to set up and operate
A screen to use with the projector
Materials (e g , transparencies, a pointer) for use in
Setting up and operating the projector
A measuring device (e g , ruler, yardstick, tape mea-
sure) for use in setting up the projector '

Optional
An audiovitual expert with whom you can discuss
the uses and operation of overhead projectors
An audiovisual equipment dealer whom you can
visit or write to concerning current overhead pro-
jectbr equipment and supplies'

Learning Exprience,11
Required

Aril overhead projector to use during a lesson
A fcreen to use with the projector
Materials (e g transparencies, a pointer) with
which to present information in a lesson
Airesource person to role-play a student to whom
ynu are presenting Nesson and to evaluate your
Orformance in using overhead materials to present
fijormation

001041
A resource person to review the adequacy of your
lsson plan
A teacher skilled in presentingvinformation using
overhead materials whom you can observe

Learning Experience III
Required

An opaque projector to set up and operate
A screen to use with the projector
Materials (e g , book pages, pictures, coins, dia-
grams) for use in setting up and operating the pro-
jector
A measuring device (e g . ruler, yardstick: tape mea-
sure) for use irrletting up the projector

OptiOnal-
An audiovisual expert with whom you can discuss

v./
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the uses and operation of opaque projectors
An audiovisual.equipment 'dealer whom you can
wait. or write to ocroemng current opaque pro-
jector equipment and supplies

_ Learning Experience IV
Required

An 'opaque projector to use during a lesson
A screen to ue with the projector
Materials (e g., book pages, pictures, coins, dia-
grams) with which to present information in a les-
son
A resource person to role-play a student to whom
you are presenting a lesson and to dvaluate your
performance in using opaque materials to present
information

Optional
A resource person to review the adequacy of your
lesson plan
A teacher skilled in presenting information with
opaque materials whom you can observe ,

Learning Experience V
Required

An actual school situation in which you can present
information with overhead and or opaque mate-
rials
A resource person to assess your competency m
presenting information, with overhead and "or
opaque materials

This module COvefsperformanc.e eler*numbers j 22 123 from Calvin
J Cotre1,1 et al , Model Curricula for V6carional and Technical Education
Fiaporf No, V (Columbus OH The CenteLfor Vocational Education The

this document form Me
Tarch base Jor all The Center s P.Iii

State University, 19721 The 384 elements in
module development

in

For information about the general organization of each module general
procedures for Their use and terminology which is common to all 100
modSdles, gee About Using the Center s PBTE Modules on the inside back
cover

so,
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Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Activity444ij

After completing the required reading, set up and operate overhead
equipment.

You will be reading the information sheet, Operating the Overhead Pro-
jector, pp. 8-11.

You will be setting up and operating an overhead projector by completing
the exercises specified in the Overhead Projector Workstieet, pp. 13-16.

.
You will be evaluating your competency in setting up and operating the
'overhead projector, using the Overhead Projector Operation Checklist, p.
17.

You m h to locate and meet withist persdn with expertise in the area of
Optional audiov for the purpose of discussing further the uses and operation
Activity of the overhead projector.

IMO

4 Optional
Activity

41110

You may wish either to visit an audiovisual equipment dealer or to write to a
dealer for catalogues describing the latest types of equipment and
supplies available.

7
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Activity Fpr inform'atiorvxplaining how to select, set up, and operate the equip-
ment and materials necessary for a presentaticfn which uses the overhead
prcSjector, read the following information sheth

OPERATING THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
1

Projection Principles
The overhead projector, as shown in Figure 1,

uses an indirect projection system. This simply
means that' the light is not traveling in a straight
,line from the bulb to the screen, but instead is
redirected by mirrors before reaching the screen
The, lamp is the light source, and this light is recli-
recied by mirror A so that it passes 'straight up
through the table The transparent material to be
projected is placed on that table, so the light pas-
ses through it, also The projected image travels
straight up to the projector head, where it is again
redirected by mirror B, so that it travels to the
screen The light is so intense that the overhead
projector can be used in a normally lighted class-
room

Projector Placement
Because the projector has a short focus lens,

you can project a large image on a screen from a
_short distance' For example, at a distance from
.screen to projector of 12 feet, you cart get a pictyre
size of 8 feet by 8 feet Thus, the projector should
be placed at the front of the room Some au-
thorities recommend that the teacher be seated
next to the projector so that he/she (.4t)cloes not
block the students' view of the screen, (2) can
change transparencies easily, (3) can point to
items of importance, or (4) can write on the trans-
parency In this cavr-, you need a low table or stand
on which to place the projector

Others, who use the overhead projector regu-
larly, suggest that when the overhead is being used
to present part of the material for the lesson, the
teacher needs to be mobile,- not in a stationary
position In this case, a higher stand would be
needed, one which allows you to write on the
transparenc.y and read the transparency comfort-

)
ably while standing

te

.9

-e

Projection Materials'
The materials which can be projected by the

overhead projector include any materials which
are transparent (i e , materials through which the
light will pass) The most common type of material
used is the 10" by 10" acetate transparency Trans-
parencies can be machine-produced through the
use of a variety of duplication processes, hapd-
produced through the use of grease pencils or
special audiovisual felt tip pens, or commercially-
produced '

Transparencies are simply placed on the projec-
tion table so that the image appears right side up to
the teacher whosis facing the class Usually, trans-
parencies are mounted on cardboard frames to
make them easier to handle Mounting the trans-
parency on a cardboard frame is especially desir-
able when the transparencies VW be used re-
peatedly The frame also provides space for
thought-stimulating notes or key pants to be
made during the presentation

I To gain skill in producing transparencies you may wish to refer to
Module B- 6 Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials
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Acetate can also be OurchaSed in 25' to 50' rolls
__The roll is placed on the machine via a special

attachme'nt, providing the teacher withi'a continu-
ous^,writing surface Writing on this acetate re-
quireS the use of a china marking pencil (grease
pencil) or felt tip pens made especially for this
purpbse. The marks left on the acetate by these
writing instruments can be readily removed by
using a soft cloth moisjened with carbon te-
trachloride (cleaning fluid)

ti

Operation Procedures
The overhead projector is a simple machine to

operate. Usually, there is just a single switch which
Jay can be placed in oneof two or three positions In

older machines the positions are off, fan and lamp,
innewer machines the positions are off and on,

The overehead kialb is very powerful 'and, thus,
gets very hot When the switch is positioned at fan,
lamp, or on, the fan ts on, keeping the machine

le' cooled On the newer machines, when the pro-
jectorjector is turned to off, the fan continues to operate-7
and then turn's itself off automatically when the
bulb cools down On the older modules, never
turn the projector completely off immediately after
using it Always turn it first to fan and allow the fan
to run a few minutes in order to cool the lamp
down

Picture/ size adjustment is also simple To en-'
large the image on the screen, move the projector
away from the screen To reduce the image on the
screen, move the projector closer to the screen To
raise or lower the position of the image on the
screen, either adjust the extendable legs at the
front of the machine, or adjust the tilt of the mirror
in the lens head

To focus the screen image, simply raise or lower
the lens head Ctiviously, these are general operat-+u
ing procedures Before attempting to operate any
specific model of overhead projector, it isle good
idea to check the operating manual for that model

'Projection Screen
Ideally, the screen used with the overhead pro-

jector should be 70" by 70", assuming you have a
standard-sized classroom There are three basic
types of screens matte, glass beaded, and lenticu-
far A mattescreen looks like a dull white cloth and
will provide a good, bright picture over a-wide
viewing angle In other words, persons seated at
the cuter of the room and at either side of the
room will see the same bright picture A glass

10

beaded screen has a surface covered with My
gliss beads. It gives a much brighter picture than
the matte screen, but only to persons seated along
the line of projection The lenticular screen has
tiny ridges molded into the,surface It gives a bright
image to viewers from all angles. The lenticular
screen is probably the best screen to use with the
overhead projector (if you have a choice) since it
provides a bright image suitable for viewing in a
normally lighted room

Whichever screen you use, students need to be
seated so that all 'have a good view of a clear
picture It is iisually,recommended that, if possible,
you mount the scregah on the wall in yle corner Of
the front of the room nearest the windows Since
the windows are then behind the screen, glare is
reduced.

The bottom of the screen should be at least as
high off the floor as the level,of the heads of the-
seated members of the audience so that the
teacher and the projector do not block the audi-
ence's view
Preferably,
the top of the
screen
shoUld be
tilted out
from the wall
to prevent
distortion
This distor-
tion, called
the 'keys-
tone effect,"
occurs when
the screen
s9rface is not
Arpendicular to the lme of projection'-'The result
is a distorted image in which the top of the image
appears larger than the bottotn because the top
part of the image is further away from the pto-
jector

Machine Maintenance,
The most itlnportant step in keeping the over-

head projector in good operating condition has
already been mentioned make sure you allow the
fan to cool the bulb before turning the projector off
and putting it away The bulb has a life expectancy
ofieproximately 75 hours, but if it is bumped or
jarred while it is hot, the filaments may fuse to-
gether If this happens, the bull will probably buin
out the next time the machine is turned on



Whenevet you use the overhead projector, [Hake
sure ypu have, a spare bylb livtorlable It is very

. frustrating to

2
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t

have
edileor

selected
transparencies
fi whicf1-1110:

trate.your
lesson per-

fectly, only to
is keeping the glass parts of the machine (tablehave the bulb
and lens head)-clean You can prevent the table(your 9hly

getting dirty by protecting it with a sheet ofbulb) burn -.frpm

ti
4

by opening a side panel in the body of the proj-
ector In others, you simply tkp badkhe head and
projection table assembly to gain access to the
bulb and mirrors Pull the bulb utiout oritsspring-
loaded socket Use a cloth to.handle the new bulb
during replacement' since fingerprints or other'
foreign substances on the bulb cause light to be
reflected back into the bulb This increases the
heat aid shortens the Nib's projection lite

The teacher's only other maintenance concero

°lit half 4Nay
through your
presentation

To change
the bulb, unplug the machine, and wait until it is
cool In some projectors, the bulb can be reached

tr

JP
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clear plastic before projecting real objects If the
lens or table get dirty, they may be cleaned with a
soft, lint-free cloth that has been dampened with
lukewarm water containing a mild detergent You
may find it even more convenient to have a spray
can of commercial glass and mirror cleaner handy
for this purpose

11
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ThefollowineWorksheet is aesigned, to help you beoome competent in
operating the overhead projector No one need see this worksheet unless
you oboose to show it to them, so do not be reluctant to record what
actually happens, right or wrong. The sheet is not intended to show proof
that you did everything perfectly the first time. It is intended to help you to
organize your knowledge about the operation of overhead equipment, to
point out to you where you have gaps in your knowledge, and to help you
deterinine how to fill those gaps. Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly,
this sheet should make an excellent reference for you in the futUre. Read- the directions carefully and then complete each of the 21exercises

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR WORKSHEET
4

Directions: Locate ari overhead projectdr, a screen to use with the projector, a sheet of clear acetate, an
audiovisual felt tip pen, a teacher-made or commercially-produced transparency, and a measuring
*device (e.g., ruler, yardstick, tape measure, etc.). Arrange for this equipment and material to be placed in
the room in which you wiH be working with them. Complete each of the following exercises using the
actual equipment and materials. Each exercise requires a short response Please respond fully, but
briefly, and nuke sure you respond to all parts of each item Do not answer simply YES or NO; explain
your responses. Should-you have any difficulty kth an exercisezake a note of that problem.

1. What is the make and model of MC, Overhead 'projector with which you are working?

2 aIS there n operating manual? Does it contain any infOrmatiop That is different mom, or was not
covered in, The informlion sheet? If so, briefly describe that information

3. WhatWhat tyjie of table is being used to hold the projector (portability, height, etc ?)

4.e scribe the overhead materrals which you are using Akt

5 What type or brand of felt tip pen are you using? What color'ink does it have?

1
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6. Describe the type of screen with which you are working (matte, beaded, or lentcolar, how is it
mounted; what size is it; etc 9)

7. Set up the screen for use Briefly describe any special procedures involved (e gf, "there is a release
ttttop which must bel)ushtd") If the screen is portable, where have you placed it and why'?

1111.,

8 What type of lighting are you using in the room'? Is this type-of lighting appropriate for usinv the
overhead projector?-Why or why no-t9

4

J

9. Locale the projection lamp. Remove it from the projector and then replace it Describe the lamp's
location and the procedure for removing it

14



10. Locate the on/off control on the projector How many positions does it have, acid what are they (e.g ,

fan, lamp, etc )? What type of control is it (e g , switch, knob, etc )?

41, (
1

11. Plug in the machine and turn it on At which position of the on/off control does the fan operate?

12. What is the;maximumisi of mgterial (transparency, acetate),tfiat the projection tabi.e will hold?

A

'13 Does the projector have an attachment for mounting a roll of acetate onto the machine? If so,
describe how to place the attAhmeht onto the projector and how it operates once it is in place

14 Place your transparen
on the screen Descri

n the projection table properly, and turn on the machine Focus the image
he procedure for focusing

ct15 Draw a rough sk tch of how the material should be placeon the projection table so that the image
is r2wjected 1)i.o rly (right side up, etc ) onto the screen

7
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I.
16. Raise and/or lower the screen image so that 4 is centered on the screen Describe the method(s) for

elevating and towering the image

. 17. Move the projector gradually closer. to the screen, ref cusing as you get closer How.close to the
screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer et the picture in focus, or (2) the material is
too small to see?

18. Move the projector gradually away from the screen, refocusing as you get farther away How far
away from the screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture irr focus, or (2)
the image is too large for the screen'

19. At what distance (from screen to projector) do you get the best screen image?

20 Are you using the type and size of screen recommended for use with the overhead projector
according to this module? If not, is this affecting your ability to project a qualitylmage? How is the .

quality affected?

21 ssume you have a class of 20 students Arrange the Seating, the screen, and the projector as you
if you were using the projector to present information to that group of 20 Turn on the

projector P ace the blank acetate on the projection table and write or draw some material on the
acetate Make any necessary adjustments to the focus, etc

After you hive completed each of the 'vales in the Overhead Projector
Worksheet, use the Overhead Proje r Operation Checklist,- p 17, 'to
evaluate your work

.
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OVERHEAD PROJECTOR OPERATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the YES or NO box Ic indicate whether &ch item
Was performed successfully or not

7-,
Name

f

Date

Resource Person

When you were locating parts on the overt4ad projettor, you remembered to:
. 1 handle the projectio-riamp with a soft cloth .

2 .be careful not jar the machine (and larrirl) while the lamp was hot

3 treat the glass parts of the machine carefully

The overhead projector, screen and room are arranged for the group of 20 so that:.
4 the projector is at the front of the room

5. the teacher will be facinig theclass when using it

6 the projector and Ne projectionist will not block the view of anyone in.the class

7 the, projected image is large enough for aH viewers to see it

8 the projected image is well centered on the screen

9 the table on which the projector is placed in high enough or low enough for the
teacher to work cornlortabl .

10, there is no keystoning effect prOduced

f
11 there is no glare from the window on the screen

The projected image is:

12 clear a7d'sharp

1.3

#

ht

14. well focuselik.

15. free o(spots or marks

Yes No

U U

1

.
LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items should eceive YES responses If any item receives a NO
response, correct that condJtipn using thp actual equipment and materials If you have trouble correct-
ing the condition, cheek with your resource person or someone with .expertise in the area of audio-
visuals

1
t
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#

You may wish to contact your resource person, or someone else you or
your resource person may know of with expertise in the area of audio-
visuals T,his perSon could discuss with you special techniqtes or helpful
hintS t can be of use to you when you work with the overhead projector

te

You may wish to tnecrinto the latest advancements ir'v ovekead pro-,
hectors and -superlies If these is an °audiovisual equipment dealersh4p in
yoUr vicinity, you may wish to visit them and look over their equipment, or
to arrange to have pne of thteir salespersons talk to you If.you cannot rake

'such a Visit, yOu tould wFile to oneormore of the majOr manufacturers of
dverhead equipment, asking fipr catalangues.

,
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Learning Experience`ll
OVERVIEW

Activity

Activity

After completing the required reading, present information with overhead
materials and equipment in a peactice situation. .

7/)

You will be reading the ififorrhation theet, Uging the Overhead Projector as
an Instructional Devicf, pp 21-24.

You will be selecting an objective in your occupational specialty thatlends
itself to the use of overhead materials

You will be selecting, modifyin ,g, or developing a lesion plan.designed to
achieve that objective using overhead materials

-A

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan

You will be obtaining or preparing the necessary materials, and making
arrangements to secure the necessary equipment .

19 4,)
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Optional
You may'wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a classroom
in which a teacher experienced in the use of overhead materials is present-

s

Activity ing information using overhead materials and.equip'ment.

You-wilr be presenting your lesson to your resource person

Your competency in presenting information with overhead materials and
equipment will be evaluated by your resource person, using the Presenta-
tion Checklist Overhead 'Materials, pp 27-28.

fF
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Activity For information describing the general and specific uses of overhead
materials and equipment in presenting information, and exl3laining'the.
procedures for their classroom use, read the following informationrSheet

USING THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR AS AN
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVICE

Though most of us are probably accustomed to
seeing the overhead used only to present simple
transparencies, it is actually a far rrfore versatile
machine with a wide range of possible applica-
tions. To make maximum use of this projector, you
should know v..hat it can and cannot do To make
effective use of the overhead projectorwhether
in projectingosImple transparencies or projecting
motionyou should know certain basic proce-
dures and techniques Although these techniques
will be covered here one at a time, they are most
effective when used creatively in combination

I !A

Advantages
There are many advantages to using the over-

head projector For example, its use' allows the
teacher to teach from the front of the room facing

'the students Thus, he she can maintain eye con=
tact with the students, and teacher-student in-
teraction is possible In addition, the overhead
projector can be used in a normally'lighted class-
room Therefore, (1) it can be used in almost any
classroom or laboratory, (2) students can take
notes if theyeesire or if necessary, and (3) ventila-
tion is not impaired by closed blinds Since the

,/Averhead projector is generally lightweight (ap-
Proximately 20 pounds), portable, and simple to
operate, it be used almost anywhere It also can be
used by almost anyone

The materials for the overhead can be acquired
and prepared ahead of time The leacher, there-
fore, can save class time by pot having to write
everything on the board as the lesson progresses
Furthermore, once acquired or prepared projec-
tion .materials can be easily stored and reused

Transparencies which have been mounted on
cardboard frames are especially easy to store, but
even unframed transparencies can be stored
safely if each transparencyls placed in a folder or
between two sheets of paper for protection

TWo additional advantages of using the over-
head protector should also be mentioned First, by
using overlays or by attaching masks to trans-
parenciet,.com plex concepts can be presented in
simple parts This makes it easier for students to
master the concepts Secondly, real, objects that
are transparent can be projected, and real objects
that are opaque will be seen as silhouettes on the
screen

Disadvantages
e overhead projector cannot Project students
rs or pages from books or magazines directly

efore such material can be projected, it first must
be reproduced on a transparency

The fact that the overhead can show motion in
only a limited way is another disadvantage If mo-
tion is an essential element in the concept being
presented, a film would probably be more effec-
tive

21 1
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General Classroom Procedures
The procedures you follow in using the over-

head projector start with the thorough preplan-
ning and preparation activities that precede the
actual showing of the overhead materials You
should first develop a unit of instruction2 and a
lessop plan. Then, you should select instFuctional
materials that help meet the objectives of the unit
and lesson, and meet the needs and interests of
students.3 Thus, in order for the overheard pro-
jector. .to be used effectively, its use must fit the
needs of the lesson, and the materials projected
should

meet,the lesson objectives
fit'students' needs, interests, and 'abilities
provide concrete experiences
motivate or arouse interest
develop continuity of thought
clarify meaning and new vocabulary
provide variety in learning
save instructional time
prdvide experience not as easily obtained by
some other instructional device
be up to date
be presented in logical order
be clear, logical. concise. error free, legible,
and attractive
be simple 1i e , ten or. less lines of type per
transparency, SIX to seven words or less per
line) '.1

not be Over sed (i e to make the most irn-
pact,'you s Id use a few transparencies
which high!' t, explain, or illustrate the key
poinei of your presentation)

Furthermore, before using the projector in the
classroom., you should have (1) arranged the phys-
ical setting of the room so that alistudents will be
able to see the projected image clearly, (2) pre-
checked and prefociised the projector, and (3)
made sure you had a spare bulb available

During the presentation, two techniques can be
used to direct and control student attention The
first involves the use of the projector on-off switch
to control student attention When the projector is
on and an image is projected on the screen, stu-
dent attention will tend to be directed to that im-
age Therefore, when you are through with a par-
ticular transparency and wish the students' atten-
tion to be directed back to you, remove the trans-

.

2 To gain 1401 iredeveloping a unit of instruction you maywish to refer to

Module B-3 Develop a Unit of instruction
3 to gain stull in determining the needs and interests of students you
may Phan to refer to Module B-1 Determine Needs and interests of

Students
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parency from the projection table UnleSs other
transparencies are to.be used immediately, it is

also a good idea to go one step further and turn off
the machine (just the lamp, not the fan) since the
light projecting on the screen can also .Lstract
studehts' attention.

'The second technique involves the use of a
pointer to direct student attention to specific items

being projected For example, if you are projecting
a transparency of a job application form while ex-
plaining to the class what information is required
on sun a form, it is helpful to point out each item
as you discuss it Any opaque (non-transparent)
item can be used as a pointer, even a per; or pencil
When you point at an item on a transparency, the
pointer projects on the screen as a solid black
object A colored pointer can be made by attaching
a triangular piece of colored plastic to the end of a
stick

Chalkboard Technique
By placing a sheet of clear acetate on the projec-

tion table or mounting a roll of acetate on the
projector, the overhead projector can be used
much Ikea chalkboard Instead of writing or draw-
ing on the board with chalk, the teacher can write
on the acetate with a grease pencil Or special au-
diovisual felt tip pen It is important to use good
handwriting or lettering techniques when writing
directly on the acetate Irregular or sloppy writing
wi'l be magnified on the screen

There are a number of advantages to using this
technique with the overhead rather than using the
chalkboard itself The teacher is able to write in a
normal position using normal-sized script because
the overhead enlarges the material so that all stu-
dents can see If the written' material needs to be
saved to be used another day, to allow students to
review, or to allow absent students to see what was
covered, it is far more simple to remove and save a
sheet of acetate than ,kt, is to make sure the
chalkboard does not getWrased If the chalkboard
is full and cannot be erased, the teacher has no
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space on which to write when-the next class walks
into the room. With the overhead, the teacher sim-
ply removes the full sheet, and replaces it with a
fresh sheet of acetate

AnotheAvantage of using the overhead pro-
jector instead of the chalkboard (or in addition to
the chalkboard) concerns the use of grids, out-
lines, and curves If a teacher wants the grid drawn
in advance so he/she can plot one or-more graphs
during class, it is fairly simple tp draw the grid in
pencil and then prepare a number of transparen-
cies from the pencil drawing using an infrared
copier During class, the teacher has only to put
the pre-lined transparency on the projection table
and he/she has a grid on which to plot data

/The data can be plotted on the transparency and
/ then removed when it is no long9r needed There.;

fore, the grid can be reused, Or the completed
graph can be saved if desired A grid drawn with
chalk on the
chalkboard,
on the other
hand, is
more difficult ,

to work with
The, grid can
be erased
too easily,
and once
used, it is
difficult to
erase the
plotted data ,---1
without eras
ing the grid
at the same time

^,

_----''

Revelation Technique
The revelation technique allows a teacher to re-

veal a part of the transparency while masking the
other parts, thus directing students' attention to
the point being discussed and preventing their
attention from being distracted For example, a
teacher could prepare a single transparency, half
of which shows a four-cycle engine and half of
which shows a two-cycle engine Each engine can,
be discussed individually while the other is
masked, and then both can be revealed at once
and compared

Any opaque material (e g , a sheet of paper) can
be used as a mask A separate sheet of paper can
be simply moved down the transparency to reveal,
parts in sequence Or, pieces of paper, each cut to
the shape of the material to be covered, can be
hinged to the sides of the transparency frame The

hinged paper is then just lifted when the material is
to be revealed, and/or dropped back into the
proper place when the material is to be masked
Colored plastic film can be used in place of the
paper to create interesting and dramatic effects

Overlay Technique
The use of overlays is another way to reveal

material a bit at a time With overlays, one prepares
a series of transparencies, each containing a por-
tion of the whole The material on any one trans-
parency is, in itself, very simple. Placed one over
the other, they sho'w the whole system, and the
relation of the individual parts to the whole system
The SeGiuehtial steps involved in setting a table
properly for dinner can be illustrated by overlays
Each step is dfearly visible and the final product,
the properly set table, is clearly-illustrated when all
the overlays are in place

Projecting Transparent Objects
Any real object which is transparent (e g , a plas-

tic ruler or plastic protractor) can be projected A
teacher wishing to present a lesson on how to
convert measurements from the English system to
the metric system, for example, could illustrate the
lesson effectively by projecting a standard ruler
and a metric ruler simultaneously Be sure to ex: .
periment with these kinds of objects before pre-
senling the lesson to the class Sorro objects fhat
appear transparent actually project as opaque

'Silhouette Projection
Opaque objects can be projected, but will ap-

pear on the screen only as silhouettes A horticul-
ture teacher teaching how to identify plants by the
shape of their leaves could place the actual leaves
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on the projection tabla to illustrate the key points -
he/shels making in the lesson Since' a projected
item is en-
larged, stu-
dents are not
seeing actual
size If size IS
impOrtant, a
transparent
ruler cat4be
projected
with the item
to indicate
scale To
project well,
the objects
should be
relatively
thin and should We flat on the projection table

a-

Using Color
Adding color to a transparency does more than

just produce a more attractive visual, it can in-
crease the effectiveness of the visual as well Obvi-
ously, for certain concepts, color is an essential
element For example, color is an important ele-
ment in a presentation of the effect offurnishings
done in warm vs cool colors Even where color is
not a natural part of the conbept, it can be used to
differentiate or highlight elements A transparency
illustrating a side of beef subdivided into its vari-
ous cuts of meat can be more effective if each cut is
a differeot color

Coked transparencies are available commer-
cially, and a copy machine which produces color
transparencies from colored originals is nowf

J

available, although it is quite expensive: The
simplest method for adding ,color is to use "color
adhesive film The film comes in sheets to a va-
riety of colors One simply cuts off a piece which is
slightly larger than the area to be coloied, posi-
tions the film in place, firmly- presses down', and
removes arly excess with a sharp blade Small
areas of color can be produced by using felt tip
pens available for this purpose

Using Motion fir'
On,a simple level, motion can be shown by the

ovqrhead projector with "anirhated" or "operable"
deices For example, if you wished to illustrate the
interaction of gears in a car's transmission, this
could be done by manipulating transparent mod-
els of those gears on the projection table ,Elabo-
rate (and costly) transparent,modelS of common
mechanisms are available from commercial
sources

24
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'Optional
Activity

4, 1, I

, Select a student performante objective in your occupational 'specialty
which could be achieved, at least partolly, using visuals (In a real world

.situation, you start with ansybjective and then select the most appropriate
materPals and, or teaching methods In this practice situation, however, you
need to select ansobiective that lends_itself fo using overhead materials )

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes the use of overhead mate-
rials In your plane outline what wrhead materials will pe needed, how,
they will be used, end when instead of developing a lesson plan, you may
select alesson plan that you have developed previously, and adapt that
plan so that it includes the use of overhead materials

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan He she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module 8-4 Develop a Lesson Plan as a guide

Based on your lesson plan, select, obtain, or prepare the materials you will
need to make your presentation Also, arrange to have an overhead pro-
jector and a screen evadable When you make your presentation

Before presenting your lesson, you may wish .to arrange through your
resource person to observe a lesson involving the use of i5vehead mate-,
riais which is being presented by a vocational teacher in your service area
who ;s experienced in using this technique

In a simulated classroom situation, present your lesson 'to your resource
person Your resource person will serve two functions .(1) he she will
role-play a student to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) hetshe
will evaluate your performance

Give your resource person the Presentation Checklist Overhead Mate-
rials, pp 27-28, before making your presentation in order to erasure that
heshe knows what to look for in your lesson

25
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PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: OVERHEAD MATERIALS

Directiods: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components 9./as not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances,a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to exetute, place an X in the N/A box

Name

Date

Resource Ftison

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

The teacher:
1. arsanged the physical setting in advance in a way that would ensure

that all students could both see and ha(' the presentation clearly El El El- El
2 tiad equipment and materials assembled in. agyance El El
3 set up the equipment according td manufacturer's recom-

mendations El El El, El
prechecked and prefocused the equipment El'

5 had a spare bulb available s
6 projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately so that it

met the following criteria
Ela no keystonirig effectdi,

b. no glare from the window

c. well focused Els

El El Eld. well centered on the screen

e. readable El-
7. used visual which met the following criteria

a. content of the visual was simple El El E
b content was at students' comprehension level -CI
c. content of the visual was of good quality in terms of artwork,

printing, etc. El E]
y.4k.

d visuals aided in meeting the objective of the lesson El El El
8. presented visuals in a logical sequence .11 II 11
9'. clearly emphasized points being presented visually 1 El

dP
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10. rhaintained,adecItiate eye contact with students

11. used the on/off switch to control ,attention

12. used a pointer to Direct attention .

El [1'
El CI 0
El El El El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses if any item receives a NO or

PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource perspn should meet to determine wbet additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s)

4
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Learning Expeilence III
OVERVIEW

After ocimpleting the required reading, set 4p and operate opaque equip-
ment.

Activity

I You may wish to locate and meet with a person with expertise in the area of
Optional audiovisuals for the purpose of discussing further the uses and operation

ik Activity otthe opaque projector.

A.

You will be reading the information sheet, Operating the Opaque Projector,
. 30-32.

I

You will be setting up and operatihg an opaque projector by completing
the exercises specified in the Opaque Projector Worksheet pp. 33-37.

.

You will be evaluating your eompetency in setting up and operating the
opaque projector, using the Opaque Projector Operation Checktist, p. 39.

%.*

I Optional
Activity

11110

You may wish either to visit an audiovisual equipmentdealer or to write to a
dealer for catalogues describing the latest types of equipment and
supplies available.

29
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Activity

A

For information explainit1 how to select, set up, and operate the eqUip-
ment and materials necessary for. a presentation which uses the opaque
projector, read the following information sheet

OPERATING THE OPAQUE PROJECTOR

Projection Principles
Like the overhead projector; the oPaque pro-

jector: as shown in Figure 2, uses an indirect pro-
jectton Aystem. In other words, the light is redi-
rected rather thantraveling along a -straight tine

"troth the bulb ,to the screen, The bulb is the light
source, and this light is aimed at the protection
table (plater or stage), The opaque object to be
projected is placed' on that table, and the light is

, reflected by the opaque material up toward the
minor; which redirects the projected image
through the lens to the screen.

:Because the opaque projector depends on light
reflected.from opaque copy rather than transmit
ted'IigFit, the image which appears on the screen is
relatively dim To get the brightest possible screen
image, jt is necessary -to usp the projector' in a
totally darkened room

ProjectorPlacement -

Another method for increasing the brightness of,
the screen image is to place the projector close to
the §crerdri It is preferable to have a small bright
green image rather th%n 'a large dim one There-
fore, the projector needs to be placed at the front
of the loom in line with, and perpendicular to, the
center of the screen The table pr stand used with
the opaqUe projector needs to be high enough to
project the image over the heasils of the viewers,
and low enough That you can feed the materials
into the machine comfortably

Projection Materials
The opaque projector will project almost any

non-transparent (opaque) material which is 10" by
10" or smaller, and 2 1,2"thick or less Pages from
books or magazines can be projected without re-
moving them from' the bciok Written assignments
completed by students, flat pictures, postcards,
blueprints, diagrams, coins, flat stones small
tools, and other actual objects can aII be projected
using the opaque projector

411

11%

When working with flat materials such as pic-
tures, papers, charts, etc , is usually easier to
handle these materialS and ikosition them in the
projector (and easier to store and save them) if they
are firSt mounted on cardboard or heavy construc-
tion paper by glue, paste. tape, Oiotographrc
mounting tissue. or stables This gives you a mar-
gin to grip, and prevents the flutter which can be
caused by air currents from the cooling fan and
rising air heated by the projection lamp

Once selected and prepkired, materials are
placed in the opaque projector Whereas materials
are simply Jaid on 916 projection table of the over-
head projector, wit the opaque projector, you
must first lower the, rojection table You then in-
sert and position your material, and raise the pro-
jection table so that your material is pressing up
against the glass pressure plate located above the
projection- table All materials are positioned with
the bottom of the pegs or item toward the screen
Because a considerabl amount of heat is pro-
duced by the projects. bulb papers teSpecially
valuable books) s d not be left in the projector
more than a r to or two or damage may result
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Operation Procedures
The opaque projector is nearly as simple to op-

crate as the overhead projector Usually, there is
just a single switch which can be placed in one of
two positions op or off. The cooling f. on older
machines operates Only when the chine is
turned on. Thereflte, to turn off t mp, you must
turn off the machine, so the p cools slowly to
room temperature without ny assistance from "a
fan. This is quite hard on t e lamp On newer proj-,
ectors, the fan continua to operate When the
machine is turned off. I then shuts itself off au-
tomatically when the ulb .cools down If the
machine is equipped for it, it is always best to allow
the fan to cool the bulb after the machine is turned
off

To adjust picture size. move the projector closer
to the screen to reduce the image, and farther
away from the screen to enlarge the image To
raise or
lower the po-
sition of the
image on the
screen, ele-
vate or lower
the front of
the projector
using the
elevator lock it-Y4r.?
screws To (
focus the ti )4/' ' 4 ,

screen im- ,. -:-!!!<

age, adjust
the lens by
simply turn-
ing the knob located at the side of the projector
Again, these are general operating procedures
When you prepare to use a specific model of
opaque projector, check the operating manual for
that projector first

Projection Screen
In a normal-sized classrglom, it is best to use a

70" by 70" screen with the opaque projector Since
the opaque projector is used in a darkened room,
the type of screen you usematte, glass beaded,
or lenticularwill depend on how your students
will be placed For information on these different
types of screens, on screen placement, and on the

41

keystone effect, refer to the information sheet,
Operating the Overhead Projector, p 10

Machine Maintenance
Maintenance(of the opaque projector is simple

because there are only a few moving parts the
cooling fan motor, the projectiori.table, the pointer,
ang:the-focusing mechanism. The most important

' concerns of the teacher in maintaining the pro-
jector are to (1) allow tie fan to cool the projection
bulb before turning the projector off and putting it
away, (2) avoid jarring or bumping bulbs, espe-
cially while they are hot, and (3) keep a spare pro-
jection bulb and pointer bulb on hand

The projection bulb is located behind a door in
the side of the projector, the pointer bulb is located
under the pointer cover Before changing either of
these bulbs, make sure thaiYou allow the bulbs to
cool, and that you unplug the projector first Use a
cloth to handle the new bulbs since fingerprints
can shorten their projection life

The teacher should also make sure that the pro-
jector is kept clean The optical mirrors and the
projection lens can be cleaned with a lens tissue
and alcohol '-
or lens fluid
The curved
reflector can
be cleaned
with a damp
cloth after
the projec-
tion lamp has
been re-
moved The
projection
table and the

Ares
sure plate
glass pres-

above it can
be cleaned
with a damp cloth

The only other maintenance concern of the
teacher is oiling the cooling fan motor periodically
according to the manufacturers recommenda-
tions
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Activity

,

The followirlg worksheet is de'signed to help you become competent in
operating the opaque projector No one need see this worksheet unless
you choose to show it to them, do not be reluctant to record- what
actually, happens, right or wrong Th eet nofintended to show proof
that you did everything perfectly_ the firs imeIt is intended to help you to
organize your knowledge,abotrt the operation of opaque equipment, to
help you apply that knowledge to actual equipment, to point out to your
where you have gaps in your knowledge, and to help you determine how to
fill those gas Completed thoughtfully and thoroughly, this sheet should
make an ott ellent reference for You in the future Read the directions
carefully and then complete each of the 25 exercises

OPAQUE PROJECTOR WORKSHEET

Directioni: Locate an opaque projector, a screen t9-61.sewith the projector, and the follOwing materials a
typewritten sheet of paper, a hardback book, a magazine with colored illustrations., and a measuring
devicye g , ruler, yardstick, tape measure, etc Arrange for this e-citti-pment and material to be placed in
the room in which you will be working with them Complete each of the following exercises using the
actual equipment and materials Each exercise requires a short response Please respond fully, but
briefly, and make sure you respond to all parts of each item Do not answer simply YES or NO, explain
your responses Should you have any difficulty with an exercise, make a note of that problem

1 What is the make and model of the opaque projectorwith'which you are working"

2 Is there an operating manual" Does it contain any information that is different frork or was not
covered in the information sheer? If so, briefly describe that information

3 What type of table is bee-1g used to hold the projector (portability, height. etc )9
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4. Describe the opaque materiels which you are using (sizes, shapes, thickness)
*4

0

9-^

5. Descr.-the the type of screen withiwhich you_are working (matte, beaded, or lenticular, how is it
mounted, what size is it, etc 9f

I

6 Set up the,screen for use Briefly describe any special procedures involved (e g , There is a release
button which must be pushed ) If the screen is portable, where have you placed it and why'?

arli7 What type of lighting are you 'using iri the room') Is this type of lighting appropriate for sing the
opaque projector'? Why or why not What type of shades or other window light controls built into
the room') Do.they darken the room satisfactorily'?,
. . _r-

4
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8.. Locate the projection lamp Do not attempt to change it' Describe the lamp's location

ti

9 Locate the onloff control on the projectp't How many positions does it have, and whatare they (e.g ,

'fan, lamp, etc )? What type of con'trof is it (e g , switch, knob, etc )?

4,

10. Plug in the Machine and turn it on At which positions of the on off control does the Jan operate/

11 Does the machine have an optical pointer/ If s tribe its location and how it is.operated

12 What is t maximum size and thickness of material that the projection table will accommodate/

13 Lower the projection, table and place the typewritten sheet on the table Draw a rough sketch of hce
the material should be placed on theirojection table so that the image is projected,: proper19 (rigif
side u p et c ) onta7the.6.6400n

9
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14. With the typewritten Sheet still on the table, raise the table so that the sheet is pressed up against the

pressure plate. Focus the image on the screen Describe the procedure for focusing

4
".

at

...

_
15. Raise and r lower the screen image so that it is centered on the screen Describe the mood for

elevating nd lowering the lamp , .

.,N

--n

16 Move the projector gradually closer to the screen, refocusing as you get closer How close to the
screen can you get before you either (1) can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2) the material is
too small to see?

r

17 Move the projector gradually away from the screen, refocusing as ycu get farther away How far
away from the screen can you get before either (1) you can no longer get the picture in focus, or (2)

the image is too large for the screen?

18 In terms of using the opaque projector to enlarge items, how large is the print on the original
typewritten sheet? What is the smallest print size you can project clearly?

4.

19, At what distance (from screen to8projector) do you get the best screen image?

20 Describe the quality of the projected image of the typewritten sheet (i e , readability of the words,
distance from which sheet can be read, etc )

'I

3 7
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21. Remove the typewritten sheet and replace it with the bobk, opened to a page you have selected
Refocus if necessary. Qeschbe the quality of the projected image

A

4
22. Remove the book and replace it with some coins and/or dollar bills Refocus if necessary. Describe,

the quality of the projected image

23. Remove the coins and replace them with the magazine opened to a page containing a colored
illustration Refocus if necessary Describe the quality of the protected image

,.

I
24. Are you using the type and size of screen recommended for use with thedgaque projector according

to this module? If not, is this affecting your ability to project a qualitx image? How is the quality
affected?

25, Assume you have a class of 20 students Arrange the Seating, the screen, and the projector as you
would if you were using the projector to present information to that group of 20 Turn on the
projector and project the magazine illustration Make any necessary adjustments to the focus, etc

37
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P.

4

After you have completed each of the activities in the Opaque Projector_
Worksheet, use the Opaque Projector Operation Checklist, p 39, to
evaluate your work.

w.

38
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OPAQUE PROJECTOR OPERATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X inithe YES or NO box to indicate whether each item
was performed successfully or not

Name

Date

Resource Person`

When you were locating parts on the opaque projectoryou remembered to:

1 be careful, not to jar, the machine (and lamp) while the lamp was hot,.

2. treat the glass parts of the machine carefully (e g , protected the table somehow
against scratching when you projected the coinsT

The opaque projector, screen, and room are arranged for the grourrof 20 so that:

3. the projector is at the front of the room

4 the projector and the projectionist will not block the view of anyone in the class

5._ the projected imagb is large enough for all viewers to see it

6 the projected image is well centered on the screen

7 the table on which the projectords placed
comfortably

8. there it no keystoning effect produced

9 the room is totally darkened

The projected image is:

10 clear and sharp

11 bright

12 well focused

is low enough for the teacher to work

0I

110

Yes No

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items should receive YES responses If any 'tern receives a NO
response, correct that condition using the actual equipment ark! materials If you have trouble correct-
ing the condition, check with your resource person or somedhe with expertise in the area of audio-
visuals

39
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Optional
Act7)ty

5(- O 1

4

You may wish to contact your resource perso, or someor* else you qit
your resource person may know of with expertise in the' area of ,audi
visuals. This person could discuss with you special techniques or helpful
hints that can be of use to youewhen you work with the opaquelprojector.

You may wish to check into the latest advancements in opaque p)ojectors
and _supplies ,If there is an audiovisual equipment dealesship in your
vicinity, youJnay wish to visit them end look over their equipment, or to
arrangeto.have one otpeir salespersons talk to you If you cartnot make
such a visit, you could write to one or more of the major manufacturers of
opaque equipment, asking foriatalogues

ID.

41
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Learning Experience IV
OVERVIEW

. s

4th.. .

After completing the requiied reading, present information with opaque
materials and equipment in a practice situation.

4

You will be reading the information sheet, Using the Opaque Projector as
an Instebctionel Device, pp. 43-45.

I

4

*IV
You will be seleeting'an of tive in ybur occupational specialty tha

, itself to the use of opaque materials.

4., '

41,

You will be selecting, modifying, or-developing a lAson plan designed to
achieve the objectiVe using opaque materials.

(07v $

You may wish to have your reso9rce'person review the adequacy of your
plan.

* t ..
.

*0 Li will be obtaining or preparing t e necessary materials,- and making"
arrangements US secure the necessa equipment.:, '

. N.

I-

* 41
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far

Optioiol
ActIvily1.

14111:"

Yotiff49 wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a classroom
in Whigh-a teacher experienced in the use of opaque materials is present-
inglinformation using ogisque materials and equipraignit.

You will be presenting your lesson to your resource person.

Youroicompetency in presenting information with opaque materiats and
equip5ment will be evaluated by your resource person, using the Presenta-
tion Checklist: Opaque Materials, pp: 47-48.

4
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Activity
For information describing the general and specific uses of opaque mate-
rials and equipment in presenting information, and explaining the proce-
dures for their classroom use, read the following information sheet

,USING THE OPAQUE PROJECTOR AS AN
INSTR9C.TIONAL DEVICE

At one time the opaque projector was a key aid
in lesson presentations With the advent of the
overhead projector, a more portable machine
which could project materials in a lighted room,
use of the opaque projector decreased Now that

iduplication machines and special acetate sheets
make possible the preparation of transparencies
from almost any printed material, the opaque pro-
jector is generally used for only a few special pur-
poses The unique adVantages and disadvantages 4 Zisadvantages_
oche opaque projector determine, for the most The oPeque projector is awkward, bulky. and
part, how it is used in the classroorh today, fairly heavy (apgfoximately 33 pounds), thus, it is

less portable th n the overhead projector

_Since any opaque material of an appropriate
size can be projected by the opaque projector, it is
inexpensive and simple to have an abundance of
materials to use with this macpine The opaque
projector can also be used to enlarge pictures,
drawings, maps, etc , so that they can be traced on
the chalkboard or on a flip chart

Advantages
The opaque projector can project opaque matey

nals directly, without their havipg to be repro-
duced as transparencies first This means that if a
student brings in a paper or a picture, it cap be
shared immediately with the entire class-14,Lisowtig
the opaque
projector
This as-
sumes, of
course, that
you have ac-
cess to an
opaque proj-
ector at all
times.in ad-
d itio elhe re
are certainAl_--
lustratiportS rn
book?; or
mkgazines
which do not
reproduce well, usually because of a lac of con-
trast This means that it woaad be difficAsto pre-
pare a transparency from these pustrations
ever, the,Qpaque projector can project them di
rectly j-'1.46-

'4

With the opaque projeCtor, colors'and textures
reproduce well A home eco ics teacher coulcji,
place a piece of fabric on the p.Jection table and
project it for the whole class ee easily

-01

*welt

Since the opaque ',ejector relies on reflected
light, it hasa very strong bulb which gets very hot
CArisequentIthe opaque projector has a cooling
fan to keep down the heat level. This fan may be
soenthat noisy Even with the fan, the light gets
so h 'hat materials can be damaged by the heat
In addition, the light from this powerful lamp
flashes into the darkened room each time the pro-
jection table is lowered to insert new material, and
can be annoyinv and distracting to the viewers

Another disadvantage resulting from the opaque
projector's reliance' on reflected light. is that the
projectorigeeds to be operated in a room which is
Urnost totally dark It is possible to use it al a
lighted room if you are working with a very small
group that can be seated close to the screen How-
ever. to use it with a class, it is necessary to have
'the1room nearly or totally *ark Many times, the

43 44



ordinary classroom cannot be made dark enough,
and the teacher has to move the class to a special
room in order to use the projector

. Ina darkened room, the teacher has no eye con-
°tact with students, and students cannot take notes

Furthermore, in a presentation in which the proj-
ector is used periodically throughout the presenta-
tion, the classroom lights must be turned off and
on each time the projector is used. This means
students and teacher' alike are going to be.adjust-
ing their eyes to these changes in light a great deal

Although books and magazines can be put di-
rectly on the projection table, unless they lie com-
pletely flat,"it is often difficult to get all parts of the
page in focus

General Classroom Procedures
As with the qyerhead projector, in order for the

opaq de projector to be used effectively, its use
must fit the needs of the lesson, and the materials
projected must meet the-criteria for quality mate-
rials:. (see p 22), Materials need to be simple A
page of printed material from an ordinary book will
probably not be readable when projected unless
fhe viewers are seated very close to the screen

Again, as with the overhead projector, before
using the projector in the classroom, you should
(1) arrange the physical setting of the room so that
all students will be able to see the projected image.
clearly, (2) precheck and prefocus the projector,
and (3) make sure you have spare bulbs available
In addition, during the presentation, you should
use the on/off switch to control attention

With the opaque projector, you pan use a pointer
to direct student attention., Most opaque pro-
jectors have built-in pointers, or lighted arrows, as
part of the projector equipment This pointer can

I be manipulated by a control near the fodusing
ob Another method of directirfg attention to key

poi oh the material is by underlining, boxing in,
or shifting those points

ti

Few

Roll Mounting Technique ,

If you have a sequence of materials to presentvia
the opaque projector, these chn be mounted, in the
proper order, on a roll of paper 11" wide or less. The
roll can then be handled like a scrollunrolled at

one end, and rolled up at the otheras it is fed
through the opaque projector

A roll feed attachment (a nylon belt that rotates
around the projection table like a conveyor belt) is
available for the opaque projector. Once this is
attached, the continuous projection of flat mate-
rials is possible. With a roll of material being fed
through cQntinuously in this way, you do not need
to raise or liSwer the projection table for each new
projection Therefore, the bright light is not flash-
ing into the room, and the material does not need
to be centered each time If materials a full 2 1/2"
thick are to be projected, the attachment must be
removed

Folded Card Technique
Another way of sequencing the material you

wish to present is by mounting each item on a 10"

by 11" piece of cardboard, sequencing the items,_
and taping the pieces of cardboard together with

$.
cloth tape The materials can then be folded ac-
cordion style Materialsounted in this way is par-
ticularly easy to store

Projecting Students' Work
The opaque projector can be used to project

work that students have completed so that the
class members or the teacher can discuss and
evaluate the work For example, if a student turns
in a particularly good landscape design, this could
be shared with the class via the opaque projector.
By pointing out what makes the design a good onc,
the teacher can help Other class members improve
their work Likewise, a design which contain mis-
takes common to many members Of the class
could be projected while the teacher points out the
mistakes, or while students in ie class try to locate

, 44
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the mistakes. This, too, can aidotudents 3,n improv-
ing.

It is best to present these materials without Indi-
cating the name of the student(s) whose work it is
In that way, the student is not ernbarrassed or put
in a positioN'where he/she is set apart from other
class members.

Enlatging Materials
Because of the opaque projector's ability to en-

large materials, it can be used in several ways her
than to simply project materials during a presnta-
tion. The leacher who wishes to draw a large, de-
tailed draWing 0 some complicated part of a car's
engine, but who cannot draw well, can project a
small picture of that part onto the chalkboard or a
flip chart. The teacher can then trace the projected
lines. If that teacher wished to present the prcture a
section at a time, the projected picture can be

Activity

traced lightly in pencil ahead ortime. It then can be
drawn, a part at a time, in .bright chalk or crayon
during the
presentation
The opaque
projector is
especially *e:

useful in en-
largifig let-
ters When a
teacher or a
class needs
to do letter-
ing for a
poster or
some other
such prttect,
letters of uni-
form size can be cut from magazines, assembled in
the right order,pasted onto a card, projected to the
desired size, and traced

Select a student performance objective in your occupational °specialty
which could be achieved at least partially using visuals (In a real world
situation, you start with an objective and then select the most appropriate
materials and/or teaching methods In this practice situation, however, you
need to select an objective that lends itself to .using opaque materials )

Prepare a detailed lesson plan which includes the use of opaque materials
In your plan, outline what opaque materials will be needed, how they will be
used, and when Instead of developing a lesson plan, you may select a
lesson plan that you have developed previously, and adapt that plan so that
it includes the use of opaque materials

4

You may wish to have your resource person review the adequacy of your
plan He/she could use the Teacher Performance Assessment Form in
Module B-4, Develop a Lesson Plan, as a guide

Based on your lesson plan, select, obtain, or prepare the materials you will
need to make your presentation Also, arrange to have an opaque projector
and a screen available to you at thetime when you will make your presenta-
tion

45
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Before prese ing ur lesson, you may wish to arrange through ,your
resource perso to bserve a lesson involving the use of opaque materials
which is being p ented by a vocational teacher in your service area who
is experienced in using this technique

In a simulated classroom-situation, present your lesson to your resource
person Your resource person will serve two functions (1) he/she will

*role-play a student to whom you are presenting the lesson, and (2) he/she
will evaluate your performance

4

Give your resource person the Presentation Checklist Opaque Materials,
pp 47-48, before making your presentation in order to ensure that he/she
knows what to RR:* for in your lesson

1
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PRESENTATION CHECKLIST: OPAQUE MATERIALS

Directions: Place an X in the-NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box '

Name

Dive

Resource Person

I

The teacher
1. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that would ensure

that all students could both see and hear the presentation clearly
o

2. had equipment and materials assembled

o-3. set up the equipment according to manufacturer s recom-
mendations

41(

4 prechecked and prefocused the equipment in advance

5. had a spare bulb available _, .

6. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately so that it
met,the following criteria
a no keystoning effect

'b tile room could be 1:)tally darkened

c well focused

d well centered on the screen

e. readable

7. used visuals which met the following criteria
a content of the visual was simple

...

b. content was at students' comprehension level

c content of the visual was of good quality in terms of artwo*,,
printing, etc

d visuals.aided in meeting the objective of the lesson

8 presented visuals in a logical sequence

9 clearly emph'asized points being presented visually

10. turned projector, off and room lights on whenever the presentation
did not require the use of the projector -.

11 used a pointer to direct attention
a

4:.)47
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses If any item receives a NO, or A

PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities I
the teacher needs to comptete in order to reach competency in the Weak area(s)

48 I
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Learning Experience. V
FINAL. EXPERIENCE

In an actual school situation,' present information with oveXeeciend/or
opaque materials.

As you plan your lessons, decide when overhead and/or opaque materials
could be used effectively to aid in meeting the lesson objectives. Based on
those decisions, present information with overhead and/or opaque mate-
rials. This will include

deciding if you wish to teach a lesson using only One of the tech-
niques, or if you wish to teach one ortwo lessons using both tech-
niquegfr
selecting, modifying, or developing a lesson plan(s) which Includes
use'of these techniques
selecting, obtaining, or preparing the necessary materials
securing the necessary equipment
presenting the lesson(S) to the class

NOTE: Your resource person may want you to submit your written lesson
planN) to him/her for evaluation before you present your lesson(s). It may
be helpful for your resource person to use the TPAF from Module B-4,
Develop.a Lesson Plan, to guide his/her evaluation.

Arrange in advance to hive your resource, person observe your lesson
presentationk.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource person, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp. 51-52.

Based upon, the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, yOur
resource person will determine whether you are competent in zesenting
information with overhead and opaque materials.

For a definition of actual school situation see the inside back cover

49
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Pres (int Information'with Overhead and Opaque Materials (C-23)

r
..

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a pe-rformanctcomponent was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box

Name

DateI

Resource Person

Overhead
ariThe teacher:

1. arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that
would ensure that all students could both see and hear
the presentation clearly

2. had equipment and materials assembled

3. set up the equipment according to manufacturer s rec-
ommendations

4 prechecked and prefocused the equipment

5 had a spare bulb available

6. projected the image on the screen clearly and accurately
so that it met the following criteria
a no keystoning effect

b no glare from the window

c. well focused

d well centered on the-4creen

e readable

7 used visuals which met the following Criteria
a content of the visual was simple

b content was at students' comprehension level

c content of the visual was of good quality in terms of
artwork, printing, etc

d visuals-aided in meeting the objective of the lesson

8 presented visuals in a logical sequence/
9 clearly emphasized points being presented visually

10 maintained adequate eye contact with' students

11 used the on /qff switch to control attention

it
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12. used &pointer to direct attention

OP4ClUe
The teacher:
13.*arranged the physical setting in advance in a way that

would ensure that alt students coin both see and hear
the presentation clearly .

.

14 had equipment and rhateriallassemOled in advance

15 set up th&equipment _according to manufacturer's rec-
ommendations

16. prechecked and prefocused the equipment

17 had a spare bulb available

18

t

projected the image on the screed clearly and accurately
so that it met the following criteria
a no keystoning effect

b the room could be totally darkened

c well focused

d well centered on the screen

e readable

19 used, visuals which met the following criteria
a content of the visual was simple

b content was at students comprehension level

c content of the visual was of good quality in terms of
artwork, printing, etc

d visuals aided in meeting the objective of the lessOn

20 presented visuals in a logical sequence

21 clearly emphasized points being presented visually.
22 turned projector off and room lights on whenever the

presentation did not require the use of the projector

23 used a.pointer -to direct attention

7 cf,k
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item

receive a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine'
what additional actAtges ine_teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak
itreEr(s)
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Each module is deSizned to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences, and others corn:
bining these two functions Completing these experi-
ences should'enable you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in trig final learning experience The final experience
in each ule always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in ctual school situation when you are an intern,
_astuderillivchit or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already Pos-
sess Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4' (3) thb Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the folltw-
mg decisions

that you do not have the competertoies indicated,
= and should complete the entire module

tnat you are competent inona or more of the:en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in ,this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out
that the module is inapPropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experierice
and have access to an actual school situation, Make the
necessary arrangements with your resource p&son If
you do not complete the finial experience successfUlly,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (4 complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related, actkties
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may met to select activities to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing

- partS of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience or
(5) completing serme other activity suggested by you or
your resource Orson

460
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Terminology
Actual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post - secondary vocational students in
a real school, An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teachfr woulid be functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning expenenee You
woikd_then do the final teaming experience later, i e
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Fee1back refers to an item or
feedback device which may substitute for required
items which, due to specialkcircumstances, you are un-
able to complete
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
prepaation within a vocb&tionai service area (e g , the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or feedback refers to an item
which s not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning expert:
ence
Resource person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/supervising/
classrdom teacher who is' guiding you in taking this
module
Student refers to-the person wh o enrolled'and
receiving instructiorein a secondary or pbst-secondary
educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a rnajor;vocational
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts
cation, techrlicaleducation, or trade and in strial 4 u-
cation
You or the Teacher
ing the module

Levels offtr*Ormance fooFinal Assessment
N/A The criterion.was not met because it was not
applicable to the sittiattorr, )
None No itterript was:made to rnfrt 'the criterion,
althoygh it was relevent
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to' perform it
Fair The feacher to unable to perform this in an
acceptable manner, but hab some ability to perform at
Good The teaches is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent The teacher is able to perfprrt7 this skill in a
very effective manner

refers to the person who is Tak-

4
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Titles. of The den
Performance-Ba

r's
d Teacher gducation Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Peepare for a Community Survey
A.-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupation,1 Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goalsfand Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A -8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long1Range Program Plans
A-10 ver,,Anduct a Student Follow-Up Study .

4, A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program'

Category 1:1! In net mining

5-1 Deterre d Interests ofltudents
B-2 Develop ormance Objectives
8-3 'Develop* truction
13=4 Develop a L s.So Ian

0-5 Select Student Inauchonal Materials
5-6 Prepare Teacher - ade Instructional Materials

Category t *Instructional Execution /
C-I *Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel 61Scussions and

Sympb urns
C-3 Employ'Bramstorming Buzz Group and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Ot tudents
C-5 employ Simulation Techniques -
C -6 Guide Student Study

ExperienceC-7 Direct Student Laboratory
C-8 'Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Shniques
C-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
.C-15
C-16
C-17
C-18
C-19
C-20
C-21
C-22

Summarize a Lesson
Employ Oral Questioning Techniques 6
Employ Reinforcement Techniques ..e

Provide InstructiOn for Slower and More Capable-Learners
-Pfesent an Illustrated Talk
Demonstrate a 'Manipulative Skill .

-.,

Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
Individualize Instruction
Employ the Team Teething Approach
psi Subject Matter Experts to Present Information
Prepare Bulletin Boards and exhibits
Present Information withModels Real Objects and Flannel

Bodrds
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials 0

C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 i Present Information with Films

26 Present Information with Audio Recordings
27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials

, -28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Present Information With the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

,.., ",.-1.
Category D InstructWal Evaluation

..

D-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Student Performance Knowledge
0--3' Assess Student Performince Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance S011s .."
D-5 i. Determine Student Grades
0-6 Fvaivate Your Instructional*

Category E4.1nstructiortal Management
E-1 ProlectJnstructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
E-,3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocat anal Facilities

' E-4 'Maintain a Filing System

r:p

eness

E-5 Provide for Student Safety ,

E-6 Provide for the kiest Aid Needs of Students
E-7 AsOst Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational LaboratPry

Category P. Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on EduCational an,c1 Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Studenta in Applying for Employment or Fiirther Education

Category G. School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for Your Vbcational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program
,G-3 Develop Brochures to PrOmbte Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G -5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House

"G-8 Work with Members of the Commiini .

G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H- Student Vocational Organization
H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Concernmg Student ational

Organizations
H-2 Establish a Student pional Organization
H-3 Prepare Student Vocat at Organization Mem

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Finan6ng a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Voc nal Org bon

H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational rganizatio Contests

Category I Profeislonal Role and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Professiqp
1-3' Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
f -4 SerVe the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student leaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Gindelines for Your Cooperative Vocational Pr ra

J-2 Manage the Attendance Transfers and Terminations of Co-Opt.',
Students

Enroll_ Students in Your Co-Op Program
Secure Training Stations for-Your Co-Op Program 4,J-4

J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Trainin Ability of On-the-Job Instructors

Coordinate On-the-Job Instructebn
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-th&Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students Related Instrbction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

'RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teahher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance -Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Based Teac*r Education

For information regarding availability arreprice, of these

AAVIM-
terlals contact

American Association for Vocational Instruct
. c20 Engineering Center e University of Georgia Athens, Geo

o al Mgterials
30602 (404) 542, -2586


